
Fortis 
Proposal

Adding Fortis marketing and LSM to the existing 
VFS retainer with an overview of how new
acquisitions would work ongoing. 



Content

Service Campaign: 
2 original VFS blog posts /month
2 repurposed VFS blog posts /month
2 cross-posts from LSM / Fortis /month

Careers + Acquisitions Campaigns
2 original Fortis blog posts /month
2 cross-posts from VFS/LSM /month
 

Service Campaign: 
1 original LSM blog post /month
2 cross-posts from VFS/LSM /month



Email

Continue with existing email campaigns: 
Prospects
Events
LinkedIn outreach drip

Careers Workflows:
LinkedIn Kennected followup drip
Acquisitions Workflows:
Get lists from VFS's ZoomInfo for outreach
LinkedIn Kennected followup drip

Using the same content as VFS but reaching out to their 
Florida and east-coast demographics. 
Recommend using Fortis’ HubSpot to email for LSM: 



Social

Continue with existing social post cadence 4X/week: 
LinkedIn outreach for John & Randy

Posting: Manual Sharing of VFS and LSM posts to PERSONAL 
pages Jeremiah Jennifer Randy?
Boosted posts Facebook
Careers campaign is a good opportunity for Boosting on LI 
Try Acquisitions for Boosting on LI $300 /week
LinkedIn: Jeremiah - sequences
LinkedIn: invites all followers to follow Fortis (manual) per 
leadership team member

Posting 2X/week to LI/ FB
LinkedIn direct outreach for Mike (One key stakeholder) 
ongoing 



Design

Continue to support conference and tradeshow design as 
well as 1-pagers and sales collateral

Full conference booth setup design
Swag design
Takeaway brochure design
Sales Collateral
Future: Branding integration when Fortis Brands become part of 
the Fortis design

Custom Infographic and social media designs



Website

Ongoing maintenance and page creation to support ads/ 
campaigns

Ongoing website maintenance
Page creation
Landing page creation to support ads
Integration with TMS

Updates to site as-needed 
Website design and larger projects on an hourly project scope



Video

Produce Quarterly videos to support VFS (We produce 
and disseminate - Videographer negotiates his own rates 
for capture and editing

Combined with VFS PLUS
Video shoots with new acquisitions (Zoom for remote/ in-person 
for SoCal)

No video unless client shares content - then we will happily share 
it to social, add it to blogs and use it in campaigns. 



SEO
 All sites: Ongoing maintenance backlink monitoring and 
quarterly audits
Search console management
Reporting combined monthly with individual site metrics 
broken out 
Tracking analytics management and on-page SEO



Cost

2710 Lone JAck Rd Encinitas, CA 92024

digitalstoryteller.io

Digital Storyteller

VFS: Current retainer Growth tier @ $5k/mo

Proposed addition of Growth tier marketing for Fortis ($6K 
reduced to legacy pricing $5k) + special tier @ $1,500/mo for 
acquired companies starting with LSM.
This would bring the monthly cost from $5k to $11,500k/mo

We love working with you!


